Week of Service Update!

Thank you to all of our virtual volunteers who are joining us for Citizen Archivist Week of Service.

So far this week, 339 citizen archivists have helped tag and transcribe a whopping 1,630 pages in the National Archives Catalog! We are so close to our goal! Can you help us reach 2,018 pages by Friday?
Check out our Citizen Archivist Dashboard for new records to transcribe. You will find records related to Mediterranean Passports, which were certificates issued by the Secretary of State in an attempt to ensure safe passage of American vessels in areas threatened by Barbary pirates; slave manifests from the Port of New York; marriage licenses from the Office of Indian Affairs White Earth Agency; records from a wide range of civil rights issue in United States history, and much more! What will you learn and discover as you begin to transcribe?

Special thanks to all of our citizen archivists who are helping unlock history. Here are just a few examples of the great work being done this week:

This challenging handwritten document from the Records of the American Red Cross, written in 1865, is now fully transcribed!
Special thanks to the volunteers who worked together to help make this record more accessible:

Ethan W. Kent
Nightingale
Icahalan
Georgeann Engel
Mindz
Susie313

User kspoon did a beautiful job transcribing this complex chart from Field Orders and
Reports during World War I:

We are grateful for our user's ability to read 19th century handwriting! Users **Nightingale** and **ScribeOfPoland** fully transcribed this letter from Capt. Treadwell S. Moore to Rose Greenhow.
What have you transcribed this week? We’d love to hear what you are working on and what you find in the records! Let us know at catalog@nara.gov

Questions or comments? Email us at catalog@nara.gov.
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